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Student groups seek office space
by Joe Bissen
Somehow, somewhere, office
space is going to be created for more
student organizations at Winona
State.
So say the leaders of the Coalition
of Campus Clubs (CCC), who claim
they intend to see more office space
made available to their organization
and other student clubs no matter
what it takes.

Commons was completed and the
offices now occupied by student
affairs were made available.
"Originally, all the offices up
there were for student organizations," says Student Union Director
Charles Zane. "The students
initially only used about half the

offices. The rest were sitting
vacant."

ment, and the international students' organization.

The vacancies were filled largely
by administrators. Currently, two
offices are occupied by the VicePresident of Student Affairs (Dr.
John Kane) and one office each by
his assistant, the housing depart-

The remaining five offices, Zane
says, are being doubled and tripled
up by student organizations such as
MSUSA, SCAC, and IRHC as well
as others.

In the meantime, CCC hopes to
either have a conference room near
the Smog made available or to have
the main lounge of Kryzsko Commons, located adjacent to the game
room, converted into office space.
The WSU Student Association
has endorsed CCC's request for
Conference Room Seven of Kryzsko
Commons as a temporary office for
student organizations.

CCC has in mind a few specific
locations for more office space in
Kryzsko Commons, but if that space
remains nothing more than space,
they won't rule out the possibility of
active protest—even a sitin, if that's
what it takes.

"I'll be opposed to that," Zane
says of the proposal to take a
conference room, "because in the
fall, we need every bit of student
space we. can get."

Carl Simons, a member of CCC's
steering committee, hopes to avoid
anything so extreme, but he is
adamant in his belief that more
office space should be made available.
"It's not an unreasonable request," says Simons. "For the
organizations, all we want is office
space." The story of the request for
offices goes back more than five
years, when Phase III of Kryzsko

Simons says, "It seems logical to
have them (the student affairs
offices) there, but in the meantime,
organizations need space."

Whether the main lounge will be
converted depends upon the feasibility of such a project, its cost, and
where the funds will come from,
according to WSU president Robert
Hanson.

This lounge of Kryzsko Commons, located west of the game room, may be converted into office space for some of
[Photo by Dave Malcomson]
WSU's student organizations.

"That doesn't mean I'm at all
opposed to it," says Hanson. "We've
got to do more investigating before
we go ahead."

Speakers, panel discussion
highlight WSU's Sun Day
by Laura Spanton
If there is one day of the year
which deserves a weather forecast
of "sunny and warm," it is May
• 1—Sun Day.
Sun Day is a nationwide event
designed to inform people about
energy alternatives especially Solar
Power.
A series of presentations. a panel
discussion, solar exhibits, solar
films, and a sun carnival are the
events scheduled for tomorrow at
Winona State.
Mark Polich from the Solar Office
of the Minnesota Energy Office,
Dan Flaherty of the Solar Resources
Advisory Committee, and Michael
Kasmarik representing Northern
States Power Company will be
presenting ideas concerning solar
power. The schedule of speeches is
as follows:
10:00 Somsen 328—Mark Polich
11:00 Pasteur 106—Mark Polich
10:00 Minne 104—Dan Flaherty
11:00 Minne 106—Dan Flaherty
11:00 Minne 239—Michael
Kasmarik
Sun Day events will begin May 1 at WSU.

[Photo by Dave Malcomson

Folk guitarist Quinton Humphreys will play between 12 and 2
p.m. in front of Kryzsko Commons.

Five solar films will continuously
run in the Cinema Room from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
Then at 2 p.m. Dan Challeen will
start a panel discussion in Baldwin
Lounge. He will explain his film on
the solar eclipse.
Also joining the panel discussion
is Gerald Tobin, head of the Winona
State Department of Industrial
Education.
At 4 p.m., the sun carnival begins.
The cafeteria food service will be
serving meals in front of the
Commons. Theatre groups will
perform Sun Day skits periodically.
The carnival will last until 6 p.m.
The purpose of Sun Day at WSU,
according to Brian Aldrich of the
sociology department and one of the

ANIMATION—Joyce Frenzel
knows lots of animated characters. Page 8.

organizers for the event, is "to raise
student consciousness to solar
energy as an alternative."
Aldrich mentioned that student
concern with solar energy is apparent, since a social problems class
which he taught in winter quarter
conducted surveys which indicate
WSU students are concerned with
solar energy.
Sun Day, says Aldrich, will be
focused on "up with solar, rather
than anti-nuclear or anti-coal." He
adds, "We want to make students
more aware of solar and its potential."
Aldrich feels that the speakers as
well as the films and sun tan contest
will provide a "maximum impact"
for solar power.
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KQAL turns to program sponsorship

'The listening alternative'

of individuals making any money.
I'm certainly not."

finds financial alternative
by Mike Killeen
With inflation, mortgage rates,
and unemployment all running in
double digit figures, Winona State
University's non-commercial radio
station KQAL is having a hard time
making a go of it financially.
Like a great many Americans,
KQAL is finding that two plus two
doesn't always come out to be four
when figuring a budget.
Since its incorporation in 1975,
KQAL has had to beg, borrow, and
steal enough money to secure rights
to programming and purchasing and
maintaining new and existing
equipment.
But this spring, KQAL wised up,
according to assistant station
manager Jack Karnick.
"Our listeners expect a tremendous amount from our station,"
Karnick said recently. "We got
smart. We wised up and said 'Look,
we can make some money."'
In the 1977-1978 school year,
KQAL received $2,000 from the
student activity fund, according to
Student Senate President Steve
Erickson.
However, in 1979-80, KQAL
requested and received funding
from the maintenance and Equipment Fund (M&E) and dropped its
funding from the student activity
fund.

Is this new fund-raising system,
however, considered advertising by
the principals involved? Or, could a
business try to alter the content of
KQAL's programming through the
use of dangling the sponsorship over
the heads of the station?

"That money is used for our basic
operating expenses, such as office
supplies, repairs, equipment, and
student help," Reidelberger commented.

Both Karnick and Prange feel
that this is entirely possible, but felt
it was unlikely it would happen at
KQAL.

"At no point at an end of a year
have we had a surplus of funds,"
Reidelberger said. "We're always
trying to update our equipment."
Reidelberger pointed out three
reasons why KQAL switched to
receiving its funds from the M&E.

"Perhaps they could do it (try to
alter programming through sponsorship), but let them take it if they
do," Karnick said. "We don't need it
that bad."

"One reason we took it (the M&E
funds) was that it took a burden off
of the student activities fund.
Another advantage was that we
were never funded regularly by the
activity fund," Reidelberger said.
"We always received varying
amounts of money."

"Any non-profit, non-commercial
radio station, TV station, or newspaper has to secure the dollar. Our
budget is not adequate to keep our
operations going. We just needed
the money," Karnick said.
But both the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the
hierarchy at KQAL feel that although a fine line does indeed exist
between the mention of a sponsor
and a commercial, KQAL is not
stretching any governmental rules.

Another reason for moving into
the M&E funds is that the station is
moving more closely to ties with the
curriculum in the broadcasting area
of the department, as KQAL hopes
to expand to 1,000 watts soon.
While KQAL still receives an
operating budget, those concerned
felt it wasn't enough. "We still get a
budget, but when you come right
down to it, it's not enough to keep
up," Karnick explained.
He explained that it costs $500
annually to tune KQAL's 10-watt
transmitter, as well as to meet new
expenditures that the station
wishes to undertake, such as $400 to
purchase a new remote transmitting
unit.
"Our budget doesn't allow for us
to buy the programming we'd like to
buy. To pick up more funds, we

Turn
to us for
cycle
insurance

"For five years, I think we've
made adequate progress," Karnick
said. "I think we have shown and
suggested the need for money."

According to Jacque Reidelberger, chairperson of the Communication and Theatre Arts
department, KQAL received $5,400
from the M&E fund for the 1979-80
school year.

[Photo by Dave Malcomson]

decided to organize a business
department," Karnick said.
KQAL's business department is
under the direction of Steve Prange
who also handles the business end of
the Winonan, the WSU school
newspaper. Currently, Prange is
the only member of the fledgling
department.
Prange, who has been a disc
jockey at the station for nearly a
year, saw a definite need for a
business department at KQAL.

BROTHERS
COLLEGE INN
NOON SPECIALS DAILY

You're saving money on
gas, but you might be
losing it on insurance.
Better check with us.
Call or stop in today!

I 151 EAST 3rd ST.

Abortion is a safe, legal procedure. Now every woman
has the right to choose. For complete family planning
services, call us at Midwest, [612] 332-2311. A
non-profit clinic.

Larry A. Ebert
Phone: Off. 452-7333
Res. 452-2851
207 Johnson
Winona, Minnesota 55987

AMERICAN FAMILY
American Standard Insurance Co.
Madison, Wis.

"Our objective is not to profit,"
Prange said of the somewhat new
system.
"The additional money is going
towards the operating costs of the
station," KQAL faculty advisor
Brice Wilkinson said. "I'm not aware

"It seems to be a popular sport
among some firms," Allen added. "It
does seem to be of some value to
them. But it is permissible, as well
as being tax deductible."
Allen mentioned several things
that a non-commercial station, such
as KQAL, can do to acknowledge a
sponsor.
"The sponsor is entitled to a
mention of their name, but I would
be a little hesitant to say that this
program is brought to - you by
Continued on page 3

452-7864

William C. Clark
Phone: Off. [507J 452-7333
Res. [507] 895-2070

INSURANCE

Prange initiated a system whereby certain firms will underwrite or
sponsor certain shows or hour-long
blocks of programming throughout
the day. For instance, Emil's Place,
167 Johnson St., purchased the
rights for the remaining eight
Sunday night sports shows on
KQAL, as well as purchasing an
additional $80 or hour-long programming in various spots throughout the day for a total grant of $160.

"There are certain types of firms
that use what we call institutional
advertising. They just like to keep
their product or firm name in front
of the public," said Harold Allen, the
engineer in charge of a five state
FCC area office from Minneapolis.

COME DOWN AND WATCH SPORTING
EVENTS ON OUR TWO COLOR TVS

Turn to us for cycle
insurance.

AUTO HOME BUS/NESS HEALTH LIFE

"After being there for a while, I
began to think that just because
you're a non-commercial and nonprofit radio station doesn't mean
you're supposed to be broke all the
time," Prange observed.

"There's a close line on educational radio between commercialism
and some form of sponsorship,"
Brice Wilkinson, the faculty advisor
to the station, said recently. "The
FCC doesn't count it as advertising."

69

MIDWEST HEALTH CENTER for WOMEN
Metropolitan Medical Office Building
825 South 8th Street, Suite 902
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404

AT SPECIAL PRICES

For Guys & Gals

Casual Towne
74 On The Plaza
454-6061
(Next 6o Ted Maier)
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Student advisers tackle
pre-registration headaches
tion when they were freshman and
sophomores.

by Dan Ruda
For some students, pre-registration can be a frustrating and nerve
racking experience, especially when
they can't get all the classes they
want.
Student advising at pre-registration is a new service initiated in
January by the WSU Student
Association Services Committee.
According to Sandy Ericson, the
organizer of the service, it is
designed to alleviate some of the
tension freshman and sophomores
experience while registering for
classes.
"The purpose," she says, "is to
assist underclassmen in modifying
their class schedule when their
original schedule is unavailable due
to closed classes."
This week student advisors will
be available during fall quarter
pre-registration from 10 a.m. to 3

Peter Thompson, math major at the University of Minnesota, sets up the
French Defense against Walter Morris of Iowa State at the Winona State
Chess Club's final tournament of the year. The event drew 67 players from
as far away as California and New York. [Photo by Dave Malcomson]

KQAL
Continued from page 2
something or someone."
Another sort of control that the
FCC blankets over stations, both
commercial and non-commercial, is
governed by the Sponsorship Law,
which is used to protect the public
from a sponsor suppling a%script to
the station without the public's
knowledge. "If they (a business firm) supplies
a script to the station, they (the
station) have to let it be known,"
Allen said. This prevents a business
firm from gaining any control of the
programming interest in a station
according to Allen.
That Sponsorship Law is holding
back one firm, according to a pair of
business partners in Emil's Place.
According to Altobell and Beezley, who are co-owners in the
drinking-entertainment establishment, they would rather have more
say-so in the programming they
sponsor.
According to Altobell, Emil's was
stuck with what programming was
left on KQAL's 132 hour broadcast
week.

"We basically got what was left
over. It's a lot like a first-come,
first-serve situation. We would like
to sponsor what we like more," he
said.
"We have nothing to do with the
programming up at the station, but
we would have liked to," Altobell
went on to say.
Emil's currently sponsors about
160 hours of programming a week
on KQAL that works out to about
$160 for the entire spring quarter.
Beezley added that Emil's name is
mentioned five times a day on
KQAL.

Chuck Bently of the counseling
department, oversees the six
student advisors whom he trains to
prepare them for work with students at pre-registration.
"As a result of Bently's training
session," Ericson says, "the student
advisors can also assist the students
in finding classes to fulfill general
education requirements."

Sandy Ericson
p.m. Wednesday and 10 a.m. to 12
noon Thursday. Ericson says that
the student advisors will wear
cowboy hats, so they'll be easily
recognized by students needing
help.
Ericson says that it is easy for
students to relate to other students
since the student advisors had
similar hassles during pre-registra-
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I $1.00 Off
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"It's not very effective-nothing
can be said," Cook said. "I don't lose
any sleep over it, though. I understand it."

1
1
1

I New Non-Sale Album Of Your Choice 1

I At -Wings of Music
I

I
I
I
I

(Corner of Main & Mark)
73 W. Mark
I
No Discounts Without Coupon
1...... =Coupon Expires May 3rd ■■■■•■ —I

"Truthfully, our name being
mentioned isn't doing us any good.
It's not really helping us. The
mention of our name won't give us
new customers, but it is a form of
subliminal seduction," Altobell
commented.
That same attitude is held by
Cook, who owns Betty Jo Byoloski's,
767 East Fifth St. who is spending
$50 on sponsorships at KQAL this
spring.

While Ericson comments that
student advising is something she'd
like to see done every quarter, she
mentions, "It's difficult to find
qualified upperclassmen who are
willing to be advisors."

What you
should know
about diamonds:

ENERGY.
We can't afford
to waste it.
P ...........

This is the second time student
advising at pre-registration has
been tried at WSU. Ericson feels
that last quarter it seemed to help
things run smoother.

Carat
Weight
Diamond size or weight
is measured in cnults
There are 100 points to
a carat:
ArtCarved permanently
engraves the exact diamond weight in points
on the inside of each
ring Its your assurance
that you're getting exactly the diamond weight
you're paying -for.

ART ARVED
In The Old Cinema Theatre

DIAMONDS WEDDING

WATCH FOR GRAND OPENING
COMING SOON!
* ART SUPPLIES*
Ph. 452 - 4772
685 West 5th St.

Actnli9
„SINCE 1862
JEWELERS V(

77 Plaza East
Winona, Minn.

When You Buy a Bicycle

go with the
Raleigh Pros.
Raleigh Specialists: In
bicycling, like anything else,
it pays to go right to the Pros.

Valley nd Haw
WINONA LA CROSSE
OPEN MON. THROUGH THURS. 'TIL 5:30
SAT. 'TIL 5:00
FRI. 'TIL 9:00

ILL

POT I

410 Center St. Winona, MN
"One block east of Main between 8th and 9th"
Winona's First Color Film Developing Lab
• NEXT DAY SERVICE ON •
Kodacolor II Film
Color Reprints
110, 126, And 135 Size
Standard Size
PROMPT SERVICE ALL OTHER
Super
Fast Service On
FILMS AND ENLARGEMENTS
MON THRU FRI 8:00 AM-5:30 PM Developing Only [C41 Process]
SAT 9:00 AM-3:00 PM

452-1058
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[Opinions
Give students
office spate

Our readers respond

The Coalition of Campus Clubs (CCC) has issued a complaint to WSU
President Robert Hanson concerning the lack of available office space for
student organizations and clubs.

W

CCC is not just asking the administration at WSU for office space, they
are demanding it. And, at this point, they plan on getting office space.

Dear Editor:

And I agree. It's about time students stood up for themselves on issues
concerning them, and to students, this is an important issue.
CCC's biggest complaint is that Kryzsko Commons was built to
accommodate the students of WSU. That's why students finance the union
debt fund, which finances the building's debt. But after the building was
completed, the 10 office spaces that were originally allocated in Kryzsko
Commons for students couldn't be filled because of the lack of student
organizations.
So five of the offices were given to the administration, with two going to
the Vice President of Student Affairs, and one going to the Housing
Director, the Assistant to the V.P. of Student Affairs and the International
Student Director.
But since Phase III of the union was completed, the number of student
organizations has grown, and consequently with the diminished office
space, there is no room to put them.
And the five remaining office spaces are reportedly being doubled and
sometimes tripled up by the student organizations that do have office space.
This is an injustice to WSU students and CCC should be supported by the
student body. College should be more to a student than just a diploma. It
should be a place to grow in friends and a place to broaden a students range
in activities.
One way of making colleges like WSU more than just a place to study is
by encouraging the number and growth of student organizations. By
limiting the amount of office space to student organizations, the WSU
administration is discouraging this growth.
CCC came up with one solution. Turn the West Lobby in Kryzsko
Commons into offices for student organizations. The lobby is currently used
to a minimum and has been since Baldwin Lounge was opened up for
students. The current problem with this solution is the lack of funds. But it
is a good long term solution.
CCC feels a short term solution that would work for next year would be to
turn Conference Room Seven in the Smog into office space. But Student
Union Director Charles Zane argues that this space is needed in the fall to
accommodate the overflow crowd that goes to the smog.
If these other solutions fail, the administration should move out of the
offices that were originally designated for student organizations, in the
interest of WSU students. After all, the purpose of college is to educate and
accommodate the students, because without the students, WSU wouldn't
exist.

o cares? One person does

Student. Senate elections are
today I think I heard somebody say.
And when I was sleeping out on the
lawn with last week's Winonan issue
covering my eyes I thought I saw
something about MPIRG holding
their elections next week. Ho-hum I
say. Of course that's the attitude I
learned to take for Springtime at
Winona. In fact, I bet the mere
mention of these things have all
your readers saying "Who cares?"
while they look for something better
to read.
Well, while I daydreamed by the
lake I gave it a little bit of thought
and came up with an answer:
Somebody had better. After all, not
so long ago 51 percent of this
student body signed a petition
allowing MPIRG to place its fee on
their fee statement. So now each
quarter next year we all will be
confronted with "Would you like to
pay the MPIRG fee?" And in my

w

Dear Editor:
Sources that have "spotted"
recruiters from "The Way International" frequenting The Inner
Circle are apparently more unidentifiable than the cult members. In
recent weeks we have heard rumors
of their operating from The Inner
Circle and from the first indication
of this potential activity, the
management and staff have sought

1120 1114,

WINONAN

Cartoonist

'

So again I ask "Who cares?" I do
and I hope that a little curiosity will
get a hold of a few of my peers to
make them ask "Just who does run
things around here anyway?"
•

These are your student-run
organizations. They're for you.
Please take the time to vote on
these election days.
Dee Dee Kalish

any and all information that could
verify this as fact. None has
surfaced to date.
We feel it is unfair to label a
respectable neighborhood establishment as a source for this community
concern, if in fact such activity has
not taken place on our premises.
Granted, we cannot know of all
the personal activities of our clien-

0

0

tele, but we do take pride in being
the type of operation that has a
stable patronage that is readily
recognized and greeted with
friendly service. This is hardly a
likely atmosphere for cultivation of
cult activities.
Marily McCrady
Secretary-Treasurer
The Inner Circle of Winona

Inmate
requests
letters
I'm 5'10", 180 pounds, race black,
afro large. I'm seeking correspondence with females—age and race
do not matter.
I've been in prison 16 months, and
I have nine months left. I'm a very
lonely man who sincerely needs the
help of a female companion. I will
only answer letters that are sincere
about helping a young man, age 23.
Photos will be appreciated.

457-2158.
Deadline f& non-staff copy. is 3:00 p.m. the preceding Thursday. .
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and National Council of College Publications Advisers.
Winona State University is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to the provisions of Title IX
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs.

News Editor
Photo Editor
Arts Editor... ,,
Sports Editor ..,

I urge people to please practice
their civil liberties while they still
have them; to think beyond begging
for a grade and how dark is my tan
and where's the party? Don't get me
wrong, these things press into my
mind daily, but sometimes I can't
help but think that Spring won't last
forever and next year I may be
wondering "Just who does run

I'm afraid I might wake up one
day to realize my tan has faded,
there's no parties because someone
outlawed drinking for the under 21
crowd, (I'm 19), that I will have to
go to school an extra year because
someone changed my course requirements, and to top it off I can't
even complain because "they"
decided that students will have no
rights in Minnesota. After all, they
don't use them anyway.

My name is Derwin Bailey. I'm in
prison.

The Winonan is written and edited by and for the students of Winona State University and is
published weekly except June, July, and August and exam periods.
Subscriptions available from the Business Manager at a rate of $6 annually or $2 quarterly.
Address all changes in mailing addresses to the Business Manager.
Address all correspondence to: Editor, Winonan. Offices located at 113 Phelps Hall. Telephone

Co-Editors

I realize as chairman of the
MPIRG local board I'm a little
partial to the issue at hand but I
can't help but to make a plead to the
student body. Maybe I got too much
sun. All year long, however, I've
had to deal with student apathy and
the "How do we get students fired
up? How do we get them to care?"

things around here anyway?"

Inner Circle no haven for cults

John Hotzfield

'Vt

opinion if I was asked that question,
three times I'd like to know what I
was or wasn't paying for. Besides
that I remember paying an activity
fee—doesn't that pay the Student
Senate President, Vice-President
and Treasure's salary?

John Hotzfield
Joe Bissen
Dan Ruda
Dave Malcomson
Dan Day
Jim Kohner
Lee Christopherson

Columnist
Business Manager
Advertising

Derwin H. Bailey, 10615-147
P.O. Box 1000 F.C.I.
Oxford, Wis. 53952

Cathy Blowers
Steve Prange
Joe Wooley
Charlie Tok

Advisors

Dr. Sandra Bennett
Dr. John Kane

Circulation Manager

Shawn Mahaney

c.,(4 S-to

Keep Red Cross ready.
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More letters...
Toxins may be poured in river
The possible disposing of toxins
into the Mississippi River backwaters at Alma, Wisconsin, was the
concern that brought over fifty
downstream residents, Dairyland
Power representatives and officials
from the Wisconsin DNR to the
Buffalo County Court House in
Alma on April 22.
Tom Steele head spokesman for
Dairyland Power, delivered carefully selected facts on what he called
low amounts of toxins which will be
released into the backwaters on
June 1 if the power plant's permit
application is approved. He also
stated that the water which leaves
the plant is cleaner than that which
enters. This is due to a series of
ponds that the waste water passes
through, in which some of the toxic
materials settle to the bottom prior
to the water's release. .
What Mr. Steele didn't mention,
however, was that high amounts of
uranium were contained within the
waste water; 7.7 parts per million

water, to be exact. When asked why
the water couldn't be recycled and
sent back into the plant, Mr. Steele
mentioned that it would take an
extra 2,000 feet of pipe to accomplish this; thus, he seemed to show
more concern about the additional
cost than safety.
Dairyland Power's plans are to fill
the present ash ponds, which are
located near the river and separated
from it by dikes. After the ponds are
filled, the waste water will be
pumped into selected backwaters
until a solid waste facility is built.
Expected completion is 1981.
Dairyland Power seemed relieved
in saying that they were meeting all
the "minimum" standards set by the
Federal Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The Wisconsin DNR
refused to address inquiries
questioning the EPA standards on
the grounds that they didn't pertain
to the hearing. These, along with
other worthy questions raised in
Alma, remained unanswered.

Here are just a few of the
questions: What's going to stop
these toxins (arsenic, selenium,
cadmium, silver, iron, copper,
nickel, aluminum, mercury, and
uranium) from leaking their way
through the fly ash into the ground
water? Have long term effects of a
build up of these toxins been
studied? Why is the monitoring of
wells (the procedure used to test the
quality of the water leaving the
plant) done only quarterly and done
by the power plants itself?
The attitude of many of the
people attending the public hearing
was that a decision had been made
long ago. Although nearly everyone
opposed the pouring of this potentially life threatening waste into the
backwaters, it's feared that the
wishes of the public will go unheard.
Doesn't that sound familiar?
Jim Trowbridge
Terry Lee

Official Bull
At the April 17 Student Senate
meeting the Student Senate passed
a resolution requiring all current
clubs and organizations to resubmit
their constitutions for review and
reapproval. The constitutions must
be submitted to the Vice-President
of the Student Senate by May 12,
1980.

Justifications for the resolution
focused on the need for an annual
review procedure to insure that
clubs and organizations are following the established procedures in
their constitutions; and also that the
current constitutions on file are for
active and visible organizations.
,

by Deb Gehring

But for some reason, the retention rate for WSU students living at
the College of St. Teresa is higher
than the retention rate for WSU
students living on campus and in off
campus rooms or apartments.
Schumacher, who did a study
analyzing the retention rates, finds
this an "interesting" result, especially considering the publicity that
has been given to the problems CST
girls have had with transportation
and isolation.

Schumacher also finds it significant that only 40 out of 170 girls
chose to move over to WSU dorms
when they were given the opportunity this spring. She says,
"Apparently there is a large number
of people very satisfied with their
arrangement at CST." She adds,
"No doubt about it, the CST girls
have to deal with more details, but
every one apparently has their
routine worked out so I'm not
hearing so much about transportation any more."
A random poll of several CST
girls tends to confirm Schumacher's
opinion. Said Linda Jacobsen,
"Granted, I wish I were closer, but

the bus service is pretty good. You
just have to learn to live with it."
All of the girls interviewed felt
that the rooms and privacy afforded
by CST dorms was good. To most of
them it came as no surprise that the
majority chose to stay even though
they could have moved onto the
WSU campus.
Schumacher concludes, "Difficulties with services in the winter
brought the problem to the fore."
But, CST "has a good housing and
residence program, and while difficulties have been a frustration, they
have not been a significantly contributory factor" in causing CST
girls to leave.

SUMNER CAMP JOBS
Brainerd, MN area, June 10-August 15, plus work
available before and after. Salary plus R &B.

Correction
The Winonan apologizes to Carl
Simons and the WSU Student
Senate for putting the senate's
campus short at the beginning of
Simons letter on page 5 of last
week's issue.

by Cathy Blowers

Imagine "thawing out" a few centuries from now and continuing your life
in a new dimension of time. Sound unrealistic?
Several hundred people in the United States have already signed up to be
"frozen" upon death instead of being buried or cremated.
Why? For some reason or other, these people want to further life on earth
at some later point after they die. It is their hope that while they are frozen,
science will discover a cure for whatever killed them, at which point they
can be thawed, treated and hopefully cured so that they can continue life in
a new time log.
The freezing process is accomplished by suspending the bodies upside
down in long cylindrical drums in a nitrogeneous solution. The ordeal costs
roughly $17,000. The process of freezing "heads only" costs somewhat less.
People who choose heads only freezing do so with the hope that science will
someday be able to construct bodies to accommodate the head, a process
similar to the cloning method being studied today.
It costs about $2,000 a year to maintain the bodies, due to unavoidable
leakage of the tanks in which they are stored.
Presently, only one center in the United States practices the freezing
process. The center, located in California, has nine patients at present
count, six bodies and three heads.
If the patient's maintenance money were to run out before science found a
cure for the cause of death, it is unfortunate but true that the body would
simply "thaw of its own accord and then be properly disposed of according
to the wishes of the individual," according to a scientist at the center.
Could it work? Scientists around the country say that body tissue breaks
down during the freezing process and there is no way that a frozen body or
part of one could be restored to life.
In the past, scientists have experimented with animal bodies and the
results have been unsuccessful.

CST residents stay at WSU longer
Several people on campus are
mystified. Says CST/WSU intercampus coordinator Elizabeth
Schumacher, "I hate to come across
with any answers because I haven't
looked deeply enough into it."

Contemplate

Openings
Boys Camp: Waterfront director, riding director,
counselors, driver for van, secretary, tennis
director, trips and wilderness director.
Girls Camp: Tennis director, gymnastics, naturalist,
maintenance, driver.
Camp Lincoln/Camp Lake Hubert
3940 W. 49 1/2 St.
Mpls. MN 55424
612-922-2545
Information Available at Placement Bureau

Where will it all end? Our world is moving so fast. Negroes and women
can vote. We take for granted the chunks of metal that carry people
through the air every day. We can talk to a friend in Alaska while we are in
Jamaica. And now, people are being frozen for "later use."
Odd, isn't it? Only yesterday, or so it seems, test tube babies were a big
deal. It causes one to wonder what will be next.

GENTLEMEN'S QUARTERS
A
A
LITTLE LITTLE .
BODY!
CURL!

OR

Whatever Suits Your Best For Spring,
You Can Have With A Sensor Penn
At G. Q. Make Your Appointment
Now, And Receive $5.00 Off
On Your New Look!
(Offer Good Only Between 9-11 AM.
Monday Thru Friday)

GENTLEMEN'S QUARTERS
Westgate Shopping Center
Phone 454-1580
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Arts Entertainment
Spielberg's '194 1 bombs out
'

by Lee It Christopherson

contrast) in 1941.

Steven Spielberg's 1941 is billed
as "a comedy spectacle." Well, his
publicity people are half right: the
movie is a spectacle, with riots,
explosions, dog fights, and gun play
galore.

For history buffs or people who
happen to be interested in accuracy
in their films, the movie is supposed
to be based on real events. But the
"Great Los Angeles Air Raid" didn't
occur until February of 1942, two
months after the movie takes place,

and the movie Dumbo, which plays a
part in 1941, didn't open until six
days after the December 13 beginning of this film.

in cameo roles—in fact, if the truth
be known, most of the roles are little
more than cameos. There is simply
no character development.

The cast is composed mainly of
actors who have shown that they
can do better work and of relative
unknowns. Familiar faces are seen

For example, John Belushi's role
as "Wild Bill" Kelso is little more
than a reprise of his role as Bluto in
Animal House. He pops in and out of

But, it isn't a comedy. At least it
isn't if you define a comedy as a
movie with humorous dialogue and
clever, witty plotting.
In 1941 the aforementioned
explosions and riots take the place
of the writing that would be
necessary to make this mess into "a
comedy spectacle."

Everyone is a cliche. Dan Ackroyd spouts jingoistic slogans.
Warren Oates is a crazy general
stationed in the desert to keep him
from doing any harm. Christopher
Lee is your "typical" Nazi, cruel and
coldhearted. Toshiro Mifune
(Toshiro Mifune!) is given the line,
"Rots of ruck." For this they spent
$26 million?
About the only thing that makes
this movie worth the three bucks it
costs to get in is the quality of the
special effects. And even then they
reflect the manic violence of the
film. The dogfight down Hollywood
Boulevard is simply incredible and,
in its way, exciting. The ferris wheel
rolling down the pier at the amusement park makes you wonder, as
good effects are supposed to, "how
did they do that?" But effects do not
a movie make.

Which doesn't mean that I found
the movie entirely devoid of laughs.
I found the opening scene, which
was a parody of Spielberg's Jaws,
amusing. And I admit that I
chuckled now and again during the
frantic later scenes when, if you saw
a car just sitting on the street, you
knew the vehicle was about to be
demolished by having a tank run
over it. I'm as susceptible to
grotesque humor as the next person, but almost two solid hours of
grotesqueries is more than a person
should have to take.
The movie takes place in a
Never-never Land Hollywood in
which damn near all of the inhabitants are goons or idiots. (I think I
counted two "normal" people.) It
makes one think that the city
contained nothing but jitterbuggers, zoot-suiters, military
people, and easy-virtued bimbos
(with an occasional outraged father
or Hollywood agent thrown in for

the movie, mugging and grunting. If
this is comedy, spare me from being
subjected to any more.

1941 reminds me of nothing so
much as one of the early "Tom and
Jerry" cartoons: a lot of meaningless violence in which, by rights,
everyone involved should be killed.
But no one ever dies or is even,
apparently, hurt.

If you're in the vacinity of the Performing Arts Center at about 6:30 some evening and you see a motly crew
jogging around the block - don't panic - it's not next fall's football team. It's the cast of the 1980 Children's
Theatre production. The company of seventeen performers under the direction of Vivian Fusillo are putting
together stories, music, pantomime, acrobatics, and lots of energy to create "Our Own Back Yard".

And, I suppose, that is why I am
so disappointed with 1941. It's
nothing but a cartoon of a movie and
I expected a whole lot more from
Steven Spielberg.

May 5-9, four thousand school kids from as far away as Red Wing, MN., will share in the energy of the seven
matinee performances. Three evening performances will be given at 7:30 on the 7, 8, & 9th for the college kids.

Army band
performs in
Memorial
The U.S. Army Forces Command
Band played before a large and
receptive audience on Tuesday,
April 22 in the New Memorial
gymnasium.
Playing the entire show with a
slide presentation as a background,
the Command Band played a few
numbers from several musical
genres, including "Boogie Woogie
Bugle Boy," "Moonlight Serenade"
and the more contemporary "Proud
Mary" and "Don't Be Cruel."
. The U.S. Army Jazz Band preceeded the Command Band, playing
traditional pieces as well as contemporary numbers like Steely
Dan's "Peg."

The United States Army Forces Command Band presented a concert in the
New Memorial Gym at WSU on Tuesday, April 22. Pictured is baritone
[Photo by Dave Malcomson ]
saxophonist Ben Barns of that band.

ENERGY.
We can't
afford to
waste it.

Currently on display in the Art Gallery at Watkins Hall are the works of
Paul Boettcher, Tammy Steel, and Michael Bourne. These works are being
presented as part of WSU's Senior Art Show series. The display opened on
Sunday, April 27 and will run through this Friday. Gallery hours are each
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibit is open to the general public and free
of charge. [Photo by Yoshiko Ohkura]
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Off The Record

particularly his early blues work.
An excellent band appears with
him. Chris Stainton switches from
rollicking barrel-house piano to
penetrating organ lines. Albert Lee
trades guitar licks with Clapton
throughout. He also sings backing,
and even lead vocals on the Dire
Strait's tune, "Setting Me Up."
Henry Spinetti on drums, and Dave
Markee, bass, are the punch behind
it all.

by John J. Dolesondro

Within the last decade and a half, music has taken many changes in
many different directions.
Unlike the folk ballads of the 60's from Baez and Dylan, music has
veered away from the conventional protest lyrics that everybody sang as
they walked down the street to the more outrageous lyrics that, to put it
simply, have no meaning except to the artist who wrote them and
sometimes not even then.
Most of these outrageous lyrics can be attributed to the new wave
artist(s) and when it comes right down to it, the lyrics are even more
catchier than thal of James Taylor or Neil Young and a hell of a lot
funnier as well.
Some of the artists that come to mind when thinking of lyrics from out
in left field are the Buzzcocks, The B-52's and more then any other band,
the Talking Heads. Talk about eating mind-altering drugs before
entering the studio, check some of these out:
Think of London, a small city
Dark, dark in the day time
People sleep, sleep in the day time
If they want to, if they want to
There are a lot of rich people in Bimingham
A lot of ghosts in a lot of houses
Look over there!...Dry Ice Factory
Good place to get some thinking done...
Here's some intelligently stimulating lyrics from the B-52's, who
must've written them after eating a microdot pie:
Planet Claire has pink hair
All the trees are red
No one ever dies there
No one has a head...
More Talking Heads from the Fear of Music 1p:

Eric Clapton
`Just One Night'

Bob Dylan's "If I Don't Be There
By Morning" shows how tight this
band is. They exude energy in this
tasty piece of rock 'n roll, recorded
here for the first time.

by Steve Downer
Eric Clapton's new double-live
album is a revival of sorts for this
legendary guitarist. The music on it,
compared to his past few albums, is
as refreshing as a spring-breeze
blowing through a window opened
for the first time, after a long,
Minnesota winter.
Clapton's distinguished musical
career started as a blues-guitarist.
It was with such early English
blues power-houses as the Yardbirds and John Mayall's Blues
breakers that his fluid guitar licks
earned him respect and admiration.
After these groups Clapton helped
form the seminal power-trio, Cream,
the original supergroup, Blind
Faith, then on to Derek and the
Dominoes and a solo career. This
recording touches all these stages,

A Clapton-Rick Danko tune, "All
Our Past Times" also finds its way
to disc here for the first time. Albert
Lee's singing is real nice on this
classy, rocking ballad. Followini,
this is J.J. Cale's party anthem,
"After Midnight."
To keep everyone happy, along
with the old blues-tunes, are recent
hits like "Tulsa Time," "Lay Down
Sally," and "Wonderful Tonight,"
Another J.J. Cale tune, and perhaps
Clapton's biggest hit, "Cocaine" also
appears. This is a pumped-up,
extended version that hits hard.
Sandwiching "Cocaine" on side 4
Continued on page 9

CARISCH THEATRES
CINE 4

2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

STARTS FRIDAY (R)

DON'T LET THE TITLE FOOL YOU.

TATUM
O'NEAL
KRISTY
M cNICHOL

Tittle-Darlings

1Ntississippi

ueen

Electric guitar gets run over by a car on the highway
This is a crime against the state
This is the meaning of life
To tune this electric guitar...
Like the great born-again Christian said nearly fifteen years ago, "the
times they are a changin'." Maybe so. But everybody changed from big
band music in the 40's to Elvis, Bill Haley and the Comets and Buddy
Holly in the 50's.
The writing is on the wall and I think the Buzzcocks sum up the new
attitude regarding the future of music in the 80's:
Well you tried it just for once
Found it alright for kicks
But now you find out
That it's a habit that sticks
You're an orgasm addict...

KQ's Kalendar
Wednesday, April 30
7 p.m. - The Wings of Music Acetate Review - Jim Hendrix - Nine to the
Universe
10 p.m. - Headquarters That's Jazz - Charlie Haden, Jan Garbarek, and
Egberto Gismonti - Magico
Thursday, May 1
4 p.m. - Pabst's Tunes on Tap - B.B. King - Now Appearing
9 p.m. - The BBC Rock Hour - TBA
Friday, May 2
7 p.m. - The Betty Jo's After Dinner Treat - Ian Hunter - Live
12 midnight - The Friday Evening Special - TBA
Saturday, May
2 p.m. - The Gentleman's Quarters Classic Album Review Frank Zappa Apostrophe
12 midnight - The Saturday Evening Special - TBA
Sunday, May 4
7 p.m. - Emil's Sports Round-Up
9-12 p.m. - Sunday Night Softly, with Steve Downer
Monday, May 5
7 p.m. - The Nasty Habit Presents - Genesis - Duke
Tuesday, May 6
7 p .m. The Jackson Street Coffee House Music Revival - Gram Parsons Grievous Angel
-

102 Johnson St. • Winona, Minn.

PRESENTS

METRO ALL STARS
April 29-May 3

Mon. May 5th

SALT CREEK
May 6th - 10th

DORIAN GRAY
NEW WAVE

WEDNESDAYS
NO COVER
25' DRINKS &9 MUG NIGHT
THURSDAYS
LADIES NIGHT 5° CHAMPAGNE 7-8
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Animation unfolds at WSU
Text and Photos
by John- Hotzfield
The world of animation. It's a
world where the creators can do
anything they want and get away
with it, at least on paper.
For WSU student Joyce Frenzel
it's a world she thrives in. "I'm
obsessed with drawing" reveals
Frenzel, "I do animation more, for
myself than for people."
Frenzel, who is a senior Mass
Communications major, is currently
working on an animated film that
will have as many as 1200 drawings
in it. The film, which is entitled
American Rerun, will be shown in
film festivals all over the country
when Frenzel finishes it sometime
at the end of June. "It's a way to get
yourself known in an independent
field," explains Frenzel.
But Frenzel has learned that the
field of animation requires, long
solitary hours. She said that it takes
about one hour to make one second
of the film. American Rerun will be
four minutes long.
"It's a lonely hobby," admits
Frenzel.
She started on the current version of American Rerun laSt January.- The first version and the
original idea for the animation came
a few years ago in a film making
class taught by WSU instructor
John Fisk.

Joyce Frenzel
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After attending the California
College of Arts and Crafts in
Oakland for five weeks last summer,
Frenzel decided that the 600 completed drawings for her animation
"didn't move smooth enough."

Frenzel's character develops through her drawings.
"I have to have my lines breath,
my old lines seemed so stiff,"
revealed Freniel, "I wanted to give
him (her character in the animation)
life."
"I wanted to give my character
character!" declared a determined
Frenzel.
So she threw away the old
drawings and started over from
scratch. Dennis Pack, who is head of
TV Services in Phelps Hall, gave
Frenzel a key to his office and
designated a small area in the sound
room for her to draw at night. "I've
got a corner," says Frenzel.
And that's all she's needed so far
as she has completed about 840 of
the projected 1200 drawings. Fisk,
who has worked on a number of
videotape and film productions with
Frenzel, feels that "she has the
initiative to stick with it." And this
initiative, according to Fisk, is what
a person needs in order to become a
success in a field as independent as
animation.

putting music to images. "I love any
production work where I can be
creative," she stressed.

aimed at showing the typical
American. "So many people are so
alike from generation to generation," commented Frenzel, "They're '
afraid to express themselves."

But one of the biggest reasons
that Frenzel has aimed her career
towards animation is because "kids
love it (animation), and I love kids."

Frenzel, who has gotten three
independent credits for working on
her animation, will get a six credit
internship this summer as a production assistant for a company in
Glenview, Illinois called Motivation
Media. The company produces slide
and tape shows for different companies around the Chicago area. She
said that she will more than likely
stay with them after the internship
is over.

One problem Frenzel has run into
is financing her film. She applied for
a $475 grant from the Minnesota
State Arts Board and expects to
hear from them soon. She said that
most of the money will be used to
have the film printed and the sound
track put on.
American Rerun will be printed in
positive form, (with her images
drawn in white lines over a black
background). The music to the film
will be composed by her father who
plays a variety of instruments.

But Frenzel's main objective now
is to spend the bulk of her spring
evenings working on the remaining
360 drawings that it will take to
finish American Rerun. "I don't
know what gives me the incentive to
do it," disclosed Frenzel, "I do
animation more for myself than for
people. It's a nice release, a peaceful
type of job."

Another
problem
Frenzel's
encountered since starting the
animation is the lack of feedback on
her work, which is understandable
since there is a lack of animators
around Winona to talk with. Frenzel
stressed that it's hard to "keep
motivated without it (feedback).
When you're by yourself, with no
animators around, you lose interest."
But last month Frenzel's spirits
were revived, or "boosted" as she
labels it, when two professional
animators were in Winona for an
animation workshop. Arch Lean,
who teaches animation of St. Olaf
College in Northfield, MN and
Kathleen Laughlin, who does
production work in the Minneapolis/
St. Paul area, were the featured
artists in the workshop that was
aimed at local filmmakers.
Frenzel said that both Laughlin
and Lean were sensative to the
problems that she was running into
and encouraged her to keep working
on the project. At one time Lean
worked for Disney and Hanna
Barbara studios on the west coast.
"Just to know that you can make
it in the field (of animation) gave me
a lot of encouragement," disclosed
Frenzel, adding that she was "in-.
spired" by them.
Frenzel said that her movie is

Frenzel's loyal partner, her drawing
manikin.

Frenzel, who was at first an arts
major when she started at WSU
four years ago with hopes of going
into commercial art, said that she
enjoys animation because she can
create a story that "couldn't really
happen. You can make anything you
want happen."
She changed her major to mass
communications because .she enjoys
Some of Frenzel's character sketches.
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Hot Trax
Continued from page 7
is "Rambling On My Mind." Clapton's emotion wrenched vocals do
this traditional blues arrangement
justice. Ending things up is some
rocking-blues, "Further On Up the
Road." As the final notes of this fade
away, you'll rest assured that rock
`n roll is still alive and well, in the
hands of Eric Clapton.

progress, or for that matter intend
to progress from album to album.
Lead singer David Lee Roth and
flash guitarist Eddie Van Halen say
that they want to keep things
simple, inspired, and loud!
Taking only eight days to produce, Van Halen hasn't really
utilized producer Ted Templeton's
many talents. But, I suppose it's a
challenge for Ted, and I've heard he
really enjoys it so I won't belabor
the point any further.
I know• one thing for sure: The
kids are going to buy it. Van Halen
knows this, too. How and why?
Because the tunes are loud, obnoxious, desperate, and infectious
rock 'n' roll.

Van Halen
'Women and
Children First'
by Eric J. Norgaarden
Well, what can be said about Van
Halen's third album? If you're a Van
Halen fan you might like to know
that Women and Children First
sounds a lot like their two previews
1ps. The group doesn't claim to

Most of the tunes on the album
are first-takes with very little
overdubbing. The most irresistible
cuts happen to be the first two on
side one: "And the Cradle Will
Rock" begins by stealing a guitar
riff from an old Lynyrd Skynyrd
tune, "Saturday Night Special"
(that's a no-no in my book, Mr. Van
Halen). This number talks about
some poor kids who are forced to hit
the street early in life: "And he's
unemployed/And his folks are overjoyed, (etc...)" Now really, Dave?!
(Lead singer David Lee Roth writes
most of the band's rather simplistic,

adolescent-prone lyrics.)
The very next tune is entitled
"Everybody Wants Some." The
lyrics are simple, but they ring true:
"Everybody wants some/I want
some too/Everybody wants some/
How'bout you?" Then Roth rambles
on in between Eddie's guitar solos
-with more lyrics about telling some
young female how much he likes the
way the line runs up the back of her
stockings and how he's always liked
those kind of high heels. Yeah, I
know what you're thinking, yet
somehow this tune manages to rock
and begins to show why some guitar
fanatics are calling Eddie Van Halen
the "state-of-the-art" rock guitarist.
I'm not ready to agree with that yet,
but I do hear a lot of Jimmy Page,
Jeff Beck, and Eric Clapton in his
guitar work. I think Eddie has a
ways to go yet before he's considered "state-of-the-art."
The rest of the tunes on the album
are far less convincing, and some
borrow musical ideas from people
like the late Janis Joplin (just listen
to the introduction on "Fools"), Jeff
Beck, and even Taj Mahal (listen to
"Could This Be Magic?"). The only
other honorable mentions might
include "Take Your Whiskey
Home," and "In A Simple Rhyme"
which pass for good old hard rock.
"I'm always a sucker for a real
good time..." says David Lee Roth
and this is what the band tries to
convey in their music. Take this
album for what it's worth. Don't
take it too seriously and who knows,
you might like it.

Nursing Students
The American Cancer Society has
a scholarship available to nursing
students with grade points averaging over 3.0 and two years of
school remaining. More information
is available from Darlene Kern,
Phelps 230C. SophOmore nursing
students wanting to challenge
courses for fall of 1980 should
complete and file an "Intent to
Challenge Course Form" with Dr.
Ann Sawyer, by May 15, 1980.
Courses which can be challenged
are Nursing 310; Communications in
Nursing or Nursing 330; Health. and
Health Problems I. The total course
or individual units may be challenged. Forms are available with
Rita Mendyk in Winona or Marlene
Horsman in Rochester.
Junior nursing students can
challenge Nursing 425: Contemporary Issues and Strategies for
Change or Nursing 450: Nursing
and Health Restoration.

Winonan Editor
Applications are being accepted
for editor of the 1980-81 edition of
the Winonan. All students may
apply. Applications must be received by May 1, the date for
interviewing applicants. Application
forms are available at the Student
Senate office.

MPIRG Elections
MPIRG will be holding elections
for the 1980-81 positions of Local
Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and
Public Relations Publicity on May 8,
1980.
Applications should be made to
the local board at regularly scheduled meeting (Thursdays at 2 p.m.
in conference room 1, Kryzsko
Commons).

Vote: Senate
Elections

HEMMING'S MUSIC CENTER
Wicker-What-Not Department
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Five vie for Senate Vice-President
BuHy
Goodrich

"I've seen the problems that have come and gone...
and I think it's time to act."
ation Constitution.

As a student association vice
president, William J. "Buffy" Goodrich feels, "I can work well with the
president in implementation of the
goals and ideals of the senate."

Goodrich, graduate student, is
presently the only graduate senator
on the student senate. He feels that
one of his biggest assets is the
ability.to be flexible in order to form
long-lasting solutions for problems
which reoccur year after year.

Although Goodrich was not specific, he says those goals are mentioned in the WSU Student Associ-

"I'm familiar with the issues at hand and with the
people who are involved with the issues."
Dee Dee Kalish figures her
experience in student government
and affairs makes her a qualified
candidate for student senate vicepresident.
"I'm familiar with the issues at
hand and with the people who are
involved with the issues that

toward the other clubs" on campus.

progress was made on this year,"
'says Kalish, a sophomore from
Carpentersville, Ill.
•
Kalish does not see any tremendous differences between the vicepresidential candidates she says,
"We're all going to be working
toward the same thing." But she
says she will be "reaching out more

Not only does he feel he can do a
good job as vice president, but he
says he will be able to work
effectively with any president that

Kalish is the co-chairperson of the
WSU chapter of the Minnesota
Public Interest Research Group
(MPIRG) and intends to stay involved with the organization next
year, win or lose her election bid.

Since Bille is a junior majoring in
business administration and
specializing in personnel, he says

that the office of vice president
would help him learn.
He also believes, "Student Senate
should be helping students to have
more say in their curriculum and the
activities on campus."
He mentions that one of the most

Dan
Spanier
One of Dan Spanier's reasons for
running for student association vice
president is, "I feel that I'd like to
become more involved in the senate
as a whole."
At the present time, Spanier, a
junior, is a co-chairperson on the
senate's legislative affairs committee. This is his second year at

Goodrich graduate from WSU in
1973 with a B.A. in Social Studies
and Library Science. He is presently
working on a M.A. in History.

Goodrich, who is from Winona,
comments that WSU has always
been a viable force in the community, and he hopes that it will
remain so in the future.
As vice president, Goodrich plans
to fulfill all the legitimate desires of
the students.

Dee Dee
Kalish
student relations with lobbyists and
legislators at the state capitol and
has hopes of "really trying to
educate (students) on what collective bargaining is."
Kalish supports. Rep. John
Anderson in the U.S. presidential
race.

She stresses the importance of

is elected.
.

Fontaine is a sophomore and has
been at WSU for one year. During
that time, he was involved in
student senate as a senator and also
as one of the co-chairpersons of the
services committee.

"I will attend floor meetings to get
students' views on issues by talking to them."
Todd Bile is interested in the
student senate and running for the
student association's vice president
position because he feels it would be
a "learning and helping experience."

"I've seen the problems that have
come and gone at WSU for 15 years,
and I think it's time to act on some
of those," Goodrich says.

"I think my work record clearly illustrates
I would make a good vice-president."

Tim
Fontaine

Tim Fontaine says he is willing to
put out the work required for the
office of WSU Student Association
Vice President.
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important functions of vice president is to assist the chairperson in
coord!'nating the differeht committees. "Communication and disseminating information to the students,"
Bille adds, "is important."
As vice president, Bille would like
to see improved communication
between the student association and

For next year, if elected, Fontaine
says his concern will center around
improving the housing situation
both on and off , campus. He also
hopes to work with the Minnesota
State University Student Association (MSUSA) and make it a more
effective organization.
He also says, "I would like to try

to keep the credibility that the
student senate has built over the
past two years."
Fontaine says that he feels he was
"instrumental in a lot of the housing
changes that took place over the
past year."

Todd
Bille
the students. To accomplish that he
says, "I will attend floor meetings to
get students feelings on issues by
talking to them and listening to
what they have to say."
Bille is not presently involved in
senate, however last year he was
co-chairperson of the academic
affairs committee. This is Bille's
second year at Winona State.

"I plan to open the doors for more people
by making Senate more appealing."
WSU and his first year on the
student senate. Spanier, who transfered from St. Cloud State, is an
economics major.
Spanier would like to see more
student involvement in the committees and senate. He plans to
"open the doors for more people' by
making senate more appealing and

by addressing issues that students
are really interested in."

feels should be the concern of the
vice president.

Spanier feels that he has been an
effective leader in his committee,
and he says he is running with the
endorsement of that committee.

He feels that students should be
working through all levels of
government and he would like to see
more student input in the legislature. He says that one way students
can get more involved in the
legislative process is by voting.

Recruiting students for student
senate is one of the things Spanier

Vote: Senate Elections
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Diane
Smith

Six file for 21 Senate seats

Dianne Smith is a candidate for
WSU Student Association President. She's a junior majoring in
political science.
Smith has been in student senate
three years and she's observed the
way the senate has operated during
that time. "I want to attempt to
combine the good aspects of the
three previous student senate
administrations to allow student
senate to become more credible and
more viable," comments Smith.
Some of her goals are to get a
working tuition refund policy for
dropped classes, and she hopes to
get students involved in collective
bargaining between the Interfaculty

Organization and the State University Board.

Today Winona State students will
elect new officers and senators to
the WSU Student Association. Polls
will be open from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Minne, Old Memorial and the smog,
and 4 to 6 p.m. in the cafeteria.

as of Monday.

While there are 21 positions open,
15 students have applied as of the
day before the applications closed.
The student association stopped
taking applications yesterday.

"Student government is the principle agency for student participation in university policy development," Erickson says. He adds, "As
the official body for student participating, it's unfortunate that the
students don't recognize the importance of having an effective and
viable organization."

Appearing on the ballot for senators are: Kim Black, Michelle Barr,
Nancy Fencl and Jeff Malarski for
sophomore positions; Brenda Grams
and Vince O'Connor are running for
junior senators; •Abdullah Derwish
and Janet Mills have applied for
senior senator positions.

PAPA JOHN'S

Paul
Morneau
Paul Morneau is running for
treasurer of WSU Student Association. He is a freshman business
administration major.

Just a Step Away.
529 Huff St.
PHONE 452-1234

Morneau is presently the student
association's treasurer and, as of the
day this article went to press, is
running unopposed. He replaced
Dave Sanders as treasurer in the
beginning of spring quarter after
Sanders graduated.
Morneau says that the treasurer's
job is one of immense responsibility.
He adds, "The allocation of funds is
very important and needs a person
who is responsible and fair." Morneau feels that he meets those
qualifications.

Steve Erickson, the president of
the student association, says he's
very disappointed with the response
of the student body to the elections.

Five of the 15 students applied for
the position of vice president, and
the treasurer and presidential
candidates are running unopposed

As of April 28, Smith was the only
person to apply for the office of
president.

While • Erickson was "disappointed" because of the few students that turned in applications, he
did say the Winona State has the
best record in the state university
system for voter turn out on senate
election day. He comments that he
hopes that trend will continue.

Morneau has been involved in
student senate all year on the
Legislative Affairs Committee.
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Photo Services focuses on WSU
by David Onnen
Tucked away in the depths of
Somsen Hall is a little-known, but
much used department - WSU
Photo Services.
Headed by Terry Schwarze, the
department's main function is to
fulfill the photographic needs of
various campus departments and
organizations. "In fact," Schwarze
stated, "we do anything and everything a normal studio would do."
This includes everything from athletic team photographs to producing
slides for instructors to taking
passport photos for students and
faculty members.
Schwarze stated that this department is "a unique service." That is,
very few Minnesota colleges can
claim an on-campus photo processing and finishing service. "We try
to give them what they need for a
minimum amount," he added. Work
done for campus departments is
billed only for materials used; work
done for students or faculty members' personal use is charged also
for labor, based on minimum wage
rates.

campus people and organizations,
Photo Services has also done work
for local colleges and high schools,
the Winona County Historical
Society, and other non-profit
groups. Most of this work consists of
copying photographs onto a slide
film format. Schwarze adds that
Photo Services is "not trying to
compete" with other local photo
finishers and, "We don't solicit any
work at all."
Aside from his duties in Photo
Services, Schwarze teaches several
photography classes throughout the
school year and has played an active
role in planning and staging the last
three photo field trips. The first
trip, with film students, was to
Yellowstone and the Grand Teton
National Parks. Last year, photo
students spent a week in Northern
Minnesota with Cole Weston. This
year the photo students will again
join the cinema people on a trip to
the Bighorn Mountains in Wyoming.
Although camping out was "fun" on
the first trip, since then lodge
accommodations have been secured
"to let the students concentrate on
their work."

Schwarze is also an accomplished
Schwarze currently employs four photographer in his own right. He
student helpers or "student
considers his photographs a "perworkers" as he prefers to call them. sonal thing," and hasn't had any
desire to exhibit them. But, last
In general, they do "amazing work,
considering their lack of exper- August, some of his images were
ience." He likes his "student among those chosen from 250
workers" to begin in either their entrants to hang in the annual
freshman or sophomore years, in "Friends of Photography" exhibit in
order to gain the knowledge needed Carmel, California.
to run the technical machinery, and
then still have time to put that
WSU Photo Services does studio
knowledge to use. His only lament is and location work in both black and
that the department isn't automated white and in color to fulfill the
enough to produce mass quantities photographic needs of the campus.
of processed film or prints. He adds, Student workers are able to gain
with tongue in cheek, "They do all real experience and knowledge in
the work, and I take the abuse."
this field. Or, as Schwarze puts it,
"for our size, I think we have a
In addition to work done for pretty good service."

Terry Schwarze

Mark Ness is just one of the many student workers that help keep WSU photo services clicking.
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Pitching keys
softball wins
by Jim Kohner
Steve Juaire thought at the
beginning of the year that the
pitching for his softball team this
year would be the strong point of
the team.
Last week, the Winona State
softball team had their busiest week
of the season, playing eight games
in six days, and the pitching Juaire
talked about at the beginning of the
season came through in flying
colors.
The Warriors started the week
out by splitting a doubleheader with
Luther College, winning the first
game 4-1 and losing the second
game 4-0 in 10 innings.
In the first game, Sue Thompson,
a sophomore from Racine, Wisc.,
allowed only three hits and struck
out two to pick up the win.
The Warriors scored all the runs
they needed in the bottom of the
second inning against Luther.
Wendy Jacobs laid down a perfect
squeeze bunt to bring in one run,
and Barb Schley had a sacrifice fly
and Cindy Dondlinger had a RBI
single to give the Warriors a 3-0
lead.
The second game featured a
pitching dual between Luther's
Mary Huinker and WSU's Sue
Shrum.
Huinker went the entire 10
innings for Luther, allowing only
three hits, while Shrum went the
first nine innings, allowing only five
hits while striking out six.
But Shrum was relieved by
D'Ann Samek in the 10th. Samek
got the first two outs, but Luther
came back and got four straight
hits, a walk, and a Warrior error to
score their four runs.
"The first game, we had good
pitching, good defense, and adequate hitting," Juaire said. "That
makes for a good game."
"In the second game, their
(Luther's) pitcher threw strikes and
we didn't hit the ball that well,"
Juaire went on to say. "We had
some dumb baserunning errors in
that second game. The games with
Luther were a major obstacle for
our confidence."
On Tuesday, the Warriors
dropped a 10-6 decision to the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,
in a game that went 10 innings.
"Laurie Coffey did a great job
against La Crosse. We'll need that

kind of pitching for the state
tourney," Juaire said.
On Wednesday, the Warriors
went to work at the plate as they ,
rapped out 21 hits in a 14-0 and 11-4
sweep over Dr. Martin Luther
College.
In the first game, Samek threw a
four-hitter for the Warriors. The
sophomore from West Union, Iowa,
would be just what Juaire was
hoping for in terms of pitching
depth.
"She (Samek) threw strikes. Her
ball doesn't have that much zip, but
if she doesn't walk people, she'll do
well," Juaire said. "That game gave
herself and the team confidence."
The Warriors got all the runs
they needed again in one inning
again. In the first inning, they spent
11 batters to the plate and got six
runs on five hits.
Dondlinger had a big day for
WSU in the first game as she
collected four hits in five at bats,
scored three runs, and had a RBI.
Schley had three hits, including a
triple, and she and Leisa Schmidt
both drove in three runs apiece.
"We got hits all the way through
our line-up against Dr. Martin
Luther," Juaire said. "Dondlinger
has been playing real well for us.
She does everything well."
In the second game, Shrum and
Thompson gave up only five hits,
and Kapler had five RBI's to pace
the Warrior attack in the 11-4 win.
On Saturday, the softball team
split a doubleheader with Gustavus
Adolphus, winning the first game
6-4, and losing the second game by
the identical score.
Maybe the most impressive part
of this year's softball has been their
defense.
"We work a lot on our defense,"
Juaire said. "Jacobs is an outstanding third baseman. We were
looking for some 'speed in the
outfield, so we moved Jean Marston
out there. The increased speed
should cut down on balls hit in the
gaps."
"We want to have a decent record
for a good seed in the State
Tournament," Juaire concluded. "If
we can improve our confidence in
pitching and defense, the hitting
will come."
The Warriors now 5-6 on the year,
have four games early this week,
then play in the State Tournament
this weekend.

Men golfers tie Luther
The Winona State men's golf
team tied Ltither College Friday
afternoon in a golf match held at
Decorah, Iowa.
The two teams each had a score of
311.
Tim McNelis, a former player at
Luther, paced the Warriors as he
took the medalist honors with an
even par round of 72.
McNelis shot a 35 over the first
nine holes, and came back with a 37
over the last nine holes to capture
the medalist honors by four strokes
over Kent Hanson of Luther.

The other scores for the Warriors
were Steve Whillock (79), Sam
Drodofsky and Kraig Weise (both
80), and Joe Bissen rounded out the
Warriors' line-up with a 84.
Winona State's 'B' team lost its
match to Luther by 237-256.
Jack Oster led the Warriors in
that match with a score of 81.
The next competition for the
men's golf team will be May 1-2 at
the Spring Intercollegiate Golf
Championship, which will be held at
the University of Minnesota Golf
Course.

Cindy Dondlinger takes a head-first dive into third base in the softball teams' doubleheader sweep over Dr.
Martin Luther College last Wednesday at West End Rec.
[Photo by Terri Poehlid

Warriors stay in contention
with four weekend wins

Kurt Heinbigner was the hitting
star for the Warriors in the second
game as he drove in eight of the 15
runs.
He hit a three-run homer in the
first inning and a two-run shot in the
seventh inning, and in-between that
Mankato State did give the he had a three-run double.
Mike Connor had a big day at the
Warriors fits, blasting them right
out of first plaee by sweeping a
doubleheader by 10-2 and 9-4 scores.
The Mavericks jumped on five
Winona State pitchers for 25 hits in
the two games, and only junk
pitcher Terry Heiderscheidt had
any luck at all.
The Winona State women's golf
But the Mankato series was team got its season underway last
maybe a blessing in disguise for the week, and the women golfers ended
Warriors as they came back on the the week with a second-place finish
weekend and swept doubleheaders in a triangular meet held at St. Olaf
from both Bemidji State and on Thursday, and a fourth-place
Moorhead State to stay right in finish out of seven teams at the St.
contention for the NIC title.
Cloud Invitational on Friday.
Friday, in the Warriors' 6-3 and
Dawn Ginnaty highlighted the
10-2 wins over Bemidji, they rode Warriors' day on Thursday by
the strong pitching of Scot Ender capturing the medalist honors by
and Robin Rusch, and combined that shooting an 18-hole total of 77.
with 22 hits to overpower the
Mankato State won the meet with
Beavers.
340 strokes, the Warriors were
In the first game, Ender gave up second with 372 strokes, and St.
two runs in the bottom of the first, Olaf was third with 389.
but he settled down after that as he
allowed six hits and had eight
strikeouts to pick up his fourth win
of the year.
Mike Pelach went four-for-four at
the plate for the Warriors, and he
also drove in two runs.
Tony Schiller placed ninth in the
In the second game, Rusch threw
a seven-hitter and while struck out steeplechase last weekend at the
12 hitters.
Drake Relays held in Des Moines,
Steve Young; Pelach, and Jim Iowa.
The senior standout from St. Paul
Youngblom all had two hits in that
game, and Young and Heiderscheidt crossed the finish line with a time of
9:19 in a field that consisted of all
both had two RBI's.
On Saturday against Moorhead, NCAA runners. Just last week,
the Warriors' bats were even more Schiller qualified for the nationals in
potent as they scored 26 runs on 23 the steeplechase.
hits in sweeping a doubleheader
On Tuesday, the men's track team
from the Dragons by 11-2 and 15-5 competed in the University of
scores.
Wisconsin-River Falls Invitational,
Brad Spitzack picked up the win and several of the WSU track
in the first game by allowing only members placed in an event.
seven hits.
Mike Austin, who last week set
Greg Verthein pitched the second the school record in the javelin
game, also giving up seven hits, and throw, came in second in the javelin
with a throw of 191 feet, seven
he added nine strikeouts.
Some people might have thought
that after the shelling the Winona
State baseball team took at Mankato on Tuesday that there might be
a little letdown by the Warrior
ballplayers.

plate also as he had five hits in nine
at-bats in the two games, and Pelach
continued his hot hitting by goihg
three-for-six in the doubleheader.
Young had three hits and scored
three runs for the Warriors in the
second game.
On Monday, the Warriors took a
Continued on page 14

Ginnaty sparks
women golfers

The other top scores for the
Warriors on Thursday were
Michelle Lacy with a 96, and Kari
Nilssen with a 97.
On Friday, again Ginnaty sparked
Winona State's performance. The
senior from Minneapolis placed
second with a round of 84, which
was six strokes behind the winner.
Lacy had the next best score for
the Warriors with a 101, followed by
Nancy Stendahl's 106, and Julie
Grime's 109.
The next competition for the
women golfers will be May 3-4 at the
University of Minnesota Invitational.

Schiller ninth at
Drake Relays
inches.
Schiller was second in the threemile run with a time of 14:22, and
Mark Haesley placed sixth in the
pole vault at 13 feet, six inches.
The Warriors' mile relay team of
Joel Kiekbusch, Gary Rieder, Bill
Harland,. and Pete Sazama was fifth
with a time of 3:29, and Ed Braun
took a seventh-place finish in the
120-yard hurdles with a time of 15.5.
The Warriors were supposed to
have their only home outdoor meet
of the season on Wednesday, but
that has been cancelled. All that's
left for the men's track team this
year is the Conference Meet, which
will be held May 9-10 at Aberdeen,
S.D.
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Boettcher-Gianos capture
consolation title at Luther
by Jim Kohner
The doubles team of Sheri
Boettcher and Lori Gianos captured
the consolation championship in the
Luther Invitational held last Friday
and Saturday at Decorah, Iowa.
The sophomore-freshman combination lost their first match of the
tournament to a team from St. Olaf
by 4-6, 7-6, 6-1 scores, but then came
through the consolation bracket and
won their next four matches to
capture the consolation crown.
The Warriors' other doubles team
of Peg Hayes and Kathy Bull drew a
first round bye, then defeated a
team from Macalester 6-2, 6-0,
another team from Macalester 6-4,
6-3, before losing to the same team
Boettcher and Gianos lost to from
St. Olaf 7-6, 6-3 in the semifinals.
In singles competition, Annette
Pelach and Julie Zale both lost their
first round matches and their first
matches in the consolation bracket.
"Sheri and Lori played fantastic

doubles, and so did Hayes and Bull,"
WSU coach Pat Sherman said. "We
played 1000 percent better at
Luther than we've been playing
lately."
The Warriors have been stumbling a bit lately. They dropped two
matches last weekend to St. Cloud
and St. Benedict's, then came back
on Tuesday and dropped another
match to Northern Sun opponent
Mankato State by a 7-2 score.
"I have not been at all pleased the
way we've played in our last three
matches," Sherman commented. "I
think a lot of the problem has to do
with the fact that we haven't had
that much practice time. We've
been playing a lot of matches in a
short period of time."
"After the Mankato match, we
spent a lot of time on our ground
strokes," Sherman went on to say.
"It really showed at Luther. "Everyone played real well down there."
Against Mankato, the only win for
the Warriors came from Pelach at
no. 6 singles as she scored a 6-2, 6-3

Valentine's
Liquors
(Formerly Winona Liquors)

win over Sue Berguson.
In doubles, Boettcher and Gianos
downed Mankato's Peg Mikelson
and Berguson 6-3, 6-0.
In the other matches, Mankato's
Cheryl Rosenhamer downed Hayes
6-3, 6-2, Betty Sue Horan beat. Bull
6-4, 6-4, Mikelson got by Boettcher
6-3, 7-5, Sue Klar nipped Gianos 6-4,
6-7, 7-5, and Suzette La France
downed Linda Sharpe 7-5, 6-2.
In doubles, Rosenhamer and
Horan beat Hayes and Bull 6-4, 6-1,
and Klar and Betsy Ekstum downed
Sharpe and Michelle Baar by a 6-0,
3-6, 6-4 score.
Sharon Webster won an exhibition singles match for the Warriors,
and Zale and Pelach teamed up to
win an exhibition doubles match for
Winona State.
On Wednesday, the women's
tennis team will face Carleton
College, one of the tennis powers in
Minnesota.
"We have our last two matches of
the year against two of the toughest
teams in Minnesota in Carleton and
St. Olaf," Sherman said. "St. Olaf
has always been real tough, but
Carleton beat them recently."
After the match with Carleton,
the Warriors will play in the State
University Invitational at Mankato
on May 2-3, then finish the regular
season by hosting St. Olaf on May 5.
The women netters will start Lori Gianos returns this ball in the women's tennis teams' loss to Mankato
post-season action on May 9 and 10 State last Tuesday at the WSU courts.
[Photo by Terri Poehls]
in the MAIAW Division II Championship.
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mEilarbers,

for women's track team

The school records continued to
fall for the women's track team as
they captured sixth place in the St.
Cloud State Invitational last
Wednesday.
Powerful Moorhead won the
eight-team invitational with 147
points. The Warriors had 35 points
for their sixth-place finish.
Six new varsity records were
broken at St. Cloud, giving the
women tracksters 10 outdoor school
records on the year to go with their
three indoor records they broke
earlier in the season.

Winona State's 800 meter relay Bloomington, Minn., set the last
team of. Susie Muelker, Lora school record of the day in the 1500
Sharpe, Deb Wolpers, and Ann meters as she crossed the finish line
Kruger place fourth with a time of in fifth place with a time of 5:17.2.
1:57.3, which was good for a new
Maybe more important than
school record.
Holtzapple's record time in the 1500
A new varsity record fell in the meters was the fact that she
400 meter relay as Muelker, Sharpe, qualified in two events for the
Barb Wall, and Kruger combined for AIAW Region 6 Championships.
a fourth-place time of 52.7 seconds.
She won the long jump with a leap
Dawn Miller put her name in the of 17 feet, five inches, and she
WSU record books with a fifth-place placed third in the 400 meter
time of 2:21.2 in the 800 meters.
hurdles with a time of 1:09, both
The Warriors 1600 meter relay better than the standards to qualify
team of Robin Holtzapple, Miller, for the Regions.
Wolpers, and Kruger set a new
The Warriors had two other
Baseball
varsity record with a fifth-place women who finished in the top six in
time of 4:19.9.
an event. Muelker placed sixth in
Continued from page 13
Another new school record went the 100-meter dash with a time of
make-shift line-up to Fayette, Iowa, to the two-mile relay team of Mary 13.4, and Marie Doherty was fifth in
to take on Upper Iowa. And they Bremer, Jodi Baier, Sue Peterson, the high jump with a jump of five
came away with a 11-2 win in the and Lori Johnson. The foursome had feet.
first game and a 9-7 win in eight a time of 11:02.5, which was good for
The next action for the women's
innings in the second game.
fifth place.
track team will be May 2-3 at the
Verthein and Tim Stanton comHoltzapple, a sophomore from State Meet, which will be held at
bined for a six-hitter in the first
Moorhead.
game, and Connor and Brad JohnNIC Standings
son sparked the Warriors' hitting as
PCT.
L
G.B.
the team banged out 18 hits.
WINONA STATE
9
3
.750
Connor had a homer, a double,
Mankato State
9
3
.750
and three singles, and Johnson
St.
Cloud
State
9
3
.750
added a home run, two doubles, and
UM-Morris
6
4
.600
2
a single for a four-for-five perUM-Duluth
6
6
.500
3
formance.
Southwest State
6
10
.375
5
In the second game, Rich Meier
Moorhead State
4
8
.333
5
and Tom Hall each drove in a run
Bemidji State
4
.333
8
5
apiece in the eighth inning to lift the
Northern State
1
.100
9
7
Warriors to the win.
Last week's results:
St. Cloud State 8-8, Southwest
Brian Hansche picked up the win
Mankato State 10-9, WINONA State 2-7
on the mound, and Meier, Clint
STATE
2-4
WINONA STATE 6-10, Bemidji
Faas, Heiderscheidt, and Jeff
UM-Morris 7-5, Moorhead State State 3-2
Valerie all had two hits.
6-7
UM-Duluth 2-1outhwest State
The Warriors now stand 9-3 in the
St. Cloud State 8-5, UM-Duluth 5-1 1-0
conference and 19-7 overall.
Southwest State 11-11, Northern UM-Morris 9-2, St. Cloud State 3-5
They will go on the road again
State 5-6
WINONA STATE 11-15, Moorthis weekend and take on the
Mankato
State 11-1, Moorhead head State 2-5
University of Minnesota-Morris on
State 3-2
Mankato State 15-10, Bemidji
Friday and Northern State on
UM-Morris 6-1, UM-Duluth 1-4
State 2-5
Saturday.
.
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Mike Connor leads WSU's new wave
this fall, I figured that we weren't
going to be too bad," Connor said.
Mike Connor is part of the new "We can be as good as we want to
wave on the Winona State Uni- make it. We can have one hell of a
season."
versity baseball team.
But so far, Connor has had one
Back when the season started,
many observers felt that it would be hell of a season, leading the team in
returning players such as Steve both RBI's and tied for the team
Young, Dan Hanson, and Kurt leadership in homers.
"I try to be as comfortable as I can
Heinbigner that would supply much
of the Warriors' fire power at the at the plate," Connor said. "Earlier
in the year, we (Connor and coach
plate.
But Connor, the Warriors first Gary Grob) changed my stance at
basemen-pitcher-designated hitter, the plate. It was kind of awkward.
has led a group of new wavers to the But the key to success is being
comfortable."
top of the team batting statistics.
Connor also finds concentrating at
Along with teammates Clint
Faas, Terry Heiderscheidt and the the plate is the key to his, and for
emergence of Mike Pelach as a that matter, any hitters success.
"I think you have to be relaxed
full-time player, the Warriors have
gotten off to a 19-7 mark with the and confident, but you also have to
be concentrating. You have to
season about half over.
Going into last weekends action, concentrate on the pitcher, know
Connor, a junior college transfer what kind of pitches he throws, and
sported a .386 batting average, with pick up the spin on the ball," Connor
four home runs and 20 runs batted stated.
"I've found that when I'm not
in. He also had a 1-0 pitching record
concentrating,
I end up popping
in four games.
"I think part of the reason we're them up," Connor continued.
Rather surprisingly, Connor was
doing so well is that some of the
pitchers don't know us," Connor strictly a pitcher at West Liberty
said recently. "They don't have a High School and at Muscatine
Junior College in southeastern
book out on us."
But as Connor pointed out, it's not Iowa, sporting a 29-15 won-loss
individual statistics that matter as record in high school and a 7-1 mark
in JC ball.
much as does the team.
Connor hit for himself at West
"On this team, everybody keeps
everybody else loose," he observed. Liberty, and he led his conference in
"Everybody is real close. You could hitting three years with a batting
be having the best day of your life, average near .500.
"I was a power pitcher in high
and if you do something wrong or
school, but my style changed
goofy, they'll get down on you."
"After watching everybody play drastically in junior college. I had to
by Mike Killeen

throw a change up and throw to a
spot rather than blowing it past
them," he said.
"There's no bad hitter in college,"
Connor continued. "You have to be
fine. If you throw a pitch twice in a
row they'll jump all over it."
Since Connor has played in all but
three of the Warriors 26 games, he
has been just a bit busier than he
was in both high school and junior
,

college.
"I like it (playing in most the
games) a lot better. It's a lot more
interesting. I'm more into the games
here than at Muscatine because I'm
playing in most of them now,"
Connor said
"After pitching, I kind of like
hitting," Connor said with a grin
that might make a piteher a bit
leery.
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Connor, a junior, has been
through all the rigors of post season
action down at Muscatine. "We
were 63-17 in two years, but we had
a tendency to choke."
"I'm pretty well used to it. I don't
think it will happen to us," Connor
said. And if that's true, opposing
pitchers might want to watch out.

Mike Connor's big bat has been a big part of the success of this year's baseball team. [Photo by Dave Malcomsoni

Stout stops men
netters
•The men's tennis team dropped
its record to 6-5 on the year as they
lost a dual meet to the University of
Wisconsin-Stout on Monday by a 6-3
score.
• Steve Krueger picked up the only
win for the Warriors in singles as he
scored a 7-6, 6-1 win over Stout's
Greg Wohlers in the .no. 6 singles
match.
Jeff DeFrang and Randy Koehler

won the no. 1 doubles match as they
were leading 5-1 in the first set
when 'the Stout team retired.
The other win for WSU came at
the final doubles spot as Krueger
and Henry Stockbridge teamed up
for a 6-2, 6-2 win over Wohlers and
Greg Ottum.
The next scheduled meet for the
men's tennis team will be Wednesday against St. Olaf College. The
meet will be played at Northfield.

•

Steve's would like to congratulate
the Winona State Baseball Team
on the fine season they are having,
and wish them the Best of Luck
in the upcoming games!

Schedule of Events

Date

Site

Northfield
April 30 Men's tennis vs. St. Olaf
April 30 JV Baseball vs. Rochester Junior Loughrey Field
College
April 30 Women's tennis vs. Carleton WSU Courts
College
May 1-2 Men's golf-Spring Intercollegiate Minneapolis
Championship
May 1-3 Men's tennis-NIC Championship St. Cloud
Morris
Baseball vs. UM-Morris
May 2
Decorah, IA
JV
Baseball
vs.
Luther
College
May 2
May 2-3 Women's softball at State Meet
Moorhead
May 2-3 Women's track-State Meet
Mankato
Women's
tennis
at
State
UniMay 2-3
versity Invitational
Aberdeen, S.D.
Baseball vs. Northern State
May 3
May 3.4 Women's golf at University of Minneapolis
Minnesota Invitational
WSU Courts
Women's tennis vs. St. Olaf
May 5
JV Baseball vs. UW-Eau Claire Loughrey Field
May 5
May 5-6 Men's golf-NAIA District 13 Meet Forest Lake, MN

IMP

Time

I 11 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I

0•

„

3:00
1:00
3:00
All day

WARRIOR
COUNTRY

All day
2:00
1:00
All day
All day
1:00
All day
4:00
1:00
All day

PHONE
452-9834
.

452)3559
OR
452-3576

RL

608 HUFF STREET
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WHAT COULD
THE /Milt
POSSIBLY OFFER
A BRIGHT PERSON

April 30, 1980

ional $70 a month (sergeant's pay) as an Army
Reservist
When you graduate,
you'll be commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant, but not
necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the
Army that you might find
very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US

Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
Nurse, you could be selected for graduate
degree programs at civilian universities. •

A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK

You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlistYou read it right.
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to
The Army's Health Professions Scholar$2,000 in educational benefits.
ship Program provides necessary tuition,
You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
books, lab fees, even microscope rental durADVANCED NURSING COURSE,
It
comes
out to about $1,000 a year for about 16
ing medical school.
TUITION-FREE
hours
a
month
and two weeks annual training.
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
And
now
we
have a special program to
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After
You can also take Nurse Practitioner
help
you
fit
the
Army
Reserve around your
July 1, 1980, it'll be even more.)
courses and courses in many clinical specialschool
schedule.
It's
worth
a look.
After you're accepted into medical
ties. All on the Army.
school, you can be accepted into our program.
While these programs do not cost you
A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Then you're commissioned and you go
any money, most of them do incur an addiSome may find college to be the right
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the tional service obligation.
place at the wrong time fora variety of reasons.
Army Reserve.
The Army can help them, Rio.
A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
The hitch? Very simple. After your resiA few years in the Army can help them
If you're about to get your law degree
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor
get
money
for tuition and the maturity to use it
and
be
admitted
to
the
bar,
you
should
confor every year the Army gave you as a med
wisely.
sider
a
commission
in
the
Judge
Advocate
student, and under some conditions, with a
The Army has a program in which money
General Corps. Because in the Army you get
minimum scholarship obligation being two
saved for college is matched two-for-one by the
to practice law right from the start.
years' service.
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
While your classmates are still doing
bonus is added to that.
INTERNSHIP, RESIDENCY
other lawyers' research and other lawyers'
So 2 years , of service can get you up to
briefs,
you
could
have
your
own
cases,
your
FL CASH BONUSES
$7,400
for college, 3 years up to $12,100, and 4
own
clients,
in
effect,
your
own
practice.
Besides scholarships to medical school,
years
up
to $14,100. In addition, bonuses up to
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and
the Army also offers AMA-approved first$3,000
are
available for 4-year enlistments in
privileges of being an Officer in the United
year post-graduate and residency training
selected
skills.
States
Army.
With
a
chance
to
travel
and
programs.
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
make the most of what you've worked so
Such training adds no further obligation
and
the Army can send anindividual backto colhard
to
become.
A
real,
practicing
lawyer.
to the student in the scholarship program.
lege
a richer person in more ways than one.
Be an Army Lawyer.
But any Civilian Graduate Medical EducaWe
hope these Army opportunities have intion sponsored by the Army gives you a oneROTC
SCHOLARSHIPS
trigued
you as well as surprised you. Because
year obligation for every year of sponsorship.
Though you're too late for a 4-year
there
is
indeed
a lot the Army can offer a bright
But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year
person
like
you.
year you're paying back medical school or
scholarships available.
For more information, send the coupon.
post-graduate training.
They include tuition, books,
So you not only get your medical educaand lab fees. Plus $100 a month
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're
Please tell me more about: ❑ (AM) Medical School and Army
living allowance. Naturally
paying it back.
Medicine, ❑ (AN) the Army Nurse Corps, ❑ (AL) Army Law,
they're very competitive. Because
❑ (FR) ROTC Scholarships, ❑ (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses,
Not a bad deal.
besides helping you towards your
❑ (PC) Army Educational Benefits.
an ROTC scholarship
A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE degree,
helps you towards the gold bars
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is
NAME
of an Army Officer.
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism.
Stop by the ROTC office on
ADDRESS
And it's a challenge to live up to.
campus and ask about details.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome
STATE
CITY
of professionalism, regarded as a critical
UP TO 5170 A MONTH
You can combine service in
member of the Army Medical Team.
SCHOOL ATTENDING
DATE OF BIRTH
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical the Army Reserve or National
Send to: BRIGHT OPPORTUNITIES, P.O. BOX 1776
Guard with Army ROTC and
spectrum is almost impossible to match
MT. VERNON, N.Y. 10550
get up to $6,500 while you're still
in civilian practice.
in school.
• And, since you'll be an Army Officer,
It's called the Simultaneous
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than
Membership Program. You get
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll
N ote: To insure receipt of information requested, all blanks must be completed.
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay $100 a month as an Advanced
Army ROTC Cadet and an addiand officer's privileges.

I
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I

I
1 MIS ISTHE ARMY'

